We investigate the adsorption of lithium atoms on the surface of the (12,0) single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) by using ab initio quantum chemical calculations. The adsorption of one lithium atom on the inside of this SWCNT is favored compared to the outside. We check this feature by charge transfer and regional chemical potential density. The adsorption of multiple lithium atoms on the interior of the SWCNT is studied in terms of adsorption energy and charge transfer. We show that repulsive force between lithium atoms destabilizes a system for the large number of lithium atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been paid much attention since its discovery in 1991, 1 due to their outstanding mechanical and electric properties. [2] [3] [4] [5] Very high Young's modulus of CNTs has been predicted by theoretical studies 3 and confirmed in experiments. 4 Electric properties such as conductance are dependent on the radius and chirality of a CNT through the change of band gap. 5, 6 CNTs have been considered as a candidate of anode materials for lithium ion battery. A theoretical study reported that the density of lithium insertion attains LiC 2 , since both the interior and exterior of CNTs are suitable for storage. 7 This lithium storage capability is three times higher than that of normal graphite, LiC 6 . 8 However, primary experiments reported only a poor increase of the reversible capacity of lithium compared to that of graphite. 9 In addition, a very large amount of irreversible lithium storage was reported. These features suggests that lithium are stored in the inside of CNTs as unavailable form.
It was reported that the reversible capacity is independent of whether the ends of single wall CNTs (SWCNTs) are open, though the amount of lithium storage is increased due to the diffusion into the inside of CNTs. 10 This imply two facts. One is that the direct diffusion through the sidewalls of pristine CNTs is difficult for lithium ions. Second, lithium (not necessarily ions) stored in the interior of CNTs through open ends of CNTs is not suitable for lithium ion battery as reversible resources. In other words, electrolyte molecules and lithium ions solvated with the electrolyte molecules can freely enter into the interior of CNTs, and this inner surface of the CNTs does not provide available site for lithium ion storage, since the inner surface is similar to the basal plane of the graphite in the electrolyte. Recently, some ideas using steric effects are proposed to improve the reversible capacity of lithium ions. 11, 12 It was proposed that the electrolyte molecules and the solvated lithium ions are eliminated by screen materials or defects on the end of CNTs and only bare lithium ions are stored in interior of the CNTs after the desolvation of the solvated lithium ions. 12 They argued that the inner surface of CNTs can provide available site for the bare lithium ions. In their results, the density of lithium storage only in the interior of the (12,0) zigzag SWCNT was shown as LiC 6 by ab intio quantum chemical calculations.
In this study, we investigate the adsorption of lithium atoms on the surface of the (12,0) SWCNT and the limit of the storage by using ab initio quantum chemical calculations. We clarify the difference a Electronic mail: akitomo@scl.kyoto-u.ac.jp between the adsorptions on the inside and outside of the SWCNT in viewpoints of charge transfer and regional chemical potential density, which is defined by one of the authors. 13, 14 As a result, the advantage of the adsorption on the inside of this SWCNT is shown. We also study the storage density on the interior of the SWCNT in terms of adsorption energy and charge transfer. As a result, we find that the interaction between lithium atoms is a key ingredient for this thin tube. We show that this interaction changes as lithium density increases, in viewpoints of the local charge density
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We use the (12,0) zigzag type CNT model. The model is shown in Fig. 1 . This model consists of 144 carbon atoms and 24 hydrogen atoms, which are used for the termination of dangling bonds. The structure of this model is determined by the geometrical optimization calculation. The positions of all atoms are relaxed. As a result, the averages of bond lengths are calculated as 1.43 Å for C-C bonds and 1.09 Å for C-H bonds.
In this paper, we study this SWCNT by using ab initio quantum chemical calculations. Electronic structure calculations are performed by density functional theory (DFT). In DFT calculations, the Lee-Yang-Parr gradient-corrected functions 15 is selected for the correlation interaction, and it is employed with Becke's hybrid three parameters 16 for generalized-gradient-approximation exchangecorrelation functions. These calculations are carried out by GAUSSIAN03 program package. 17 The basis sets are chosen as the 6−31G* basis set for carbon and lithium atoms 18, 19 and the 3−21G** basis set for hydrogen atoms. 19, 20 Zigzag SWCNTs with hydrogen termination are known to have spin polarized ground states. 21 Hence, we choose the lowest energy state among all spin multiplicity states in our calculations. Septet state gives the lowest one for the (12, 0) CNT without lithium atoms.
We analyze electronic states and properties using quantum energy density, which is proposed by one of the authors. 13, 22, 23 One of the quantities of the quantum energy density, the electronic kinetic energy density n T ( r), is defined as,
where m is the electron mass, ψ i ( r ) is the ith natural orbital, and ν i is the occupation number of ψ i ( r ). The integration of kinetic energy density over the whole space is the kinetic energy of a system. In classical mechanics, only positive kinetic energy is allowed, while negative kinetic energy appears in quantum mechanics. This means that electrons can also exist in regions with negative kinetic energy density by quantum effects. The surface of zero kinetic energy density can be interpreted as the boundary of a covalent molecule.
The electronic structure of a system is characterized using electronic stress tensor τ Skl ( r ),
which describes the internal distortion of electronic density. The three eigenvalues of stress tensor and their eigenvectors determining principal axis can be used for quantitative evaluation of properties of bonding and reactive regions in molecules. The trace over the eigenvalues of stress tensor produces energy density S τ ( r ) in the non-relativistic limit of the Rigged QED,
The ratio of energy density to electronic density gives a linear approximation of the regional electronic chemical potential μ R ,
In this work, the calculations of these quantities of quantum energy density are carried out by using Molecular Regional DFT program package (MRDFT).
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. The electronic structure of one lithium adsorbed carbon nanotube models First, we consider the difference between the adsorption of lithium atom on the inside and outside of the (12, The lithium adsorption energy in this work is defined as,
where E Li is the energy of one lithium atom and N Li is the number of lithium atoms. The adsorption energy of one lithium atom on the inside is −0.98 eV, while that on the outside is −0.86 eV. As a result, the inside of the CNT is more favored for the adsorption of one lithium atom. This is in contrast to some results for the attachment on C 60 25 , in which exohedral fullerenes are more favored. In the following, we study the reason of the difference of the adsorption energy.
To clarify the interaction between the CNT and the lithium atom, the charge transfer is known to be important. 26, 27 Hence, we analyze the NBO charge of the lithium atom. The NBO charge of the lithium atom of the inside of the CNT is calculated as 0.92, while that of the outside is 0.89. This small difference of the charge transfer is attributed to a curvature of the CNT. For the lithium atom on the outside, the nearest carbon atoms are C(1) and C (4) , where the position of each carbon atom is shown in Fig. 2 by the number in a parenthesis. On the other hand, the nearest ones are C(2), C(3), C(5), and C(6) for the inside. In addition, the distances from the inside Li atom to carbon atoms in next hexagonal rings are shorter than those from the outside one. Hence, for the inside adsorption, the transfered charge from the Li atom can be distributed for the larger number of carbon atoms.
The distribution of the difference of electron density, i.e., charge transfer, is shown in Fig. 3 . The charge transfer is given by the difference of the electron density,
where ρ( r ) X is the electron density of a system, X. Panels (a) and ( (4)), where these carbon atoms are the nearest from the Li atom. The circles in panels (a) and (c) mean the cross section of our CNT model. As seen in Fig. 3 , electrons around lithium atoms move to the regions around carbons for both cases. We can see some common properties for both distribution patterns. For example, the electron density decreases behind the lithium atom, and the density increases between Li and C atoms and around C atoms. However, one outstanding feature of the inside adsorption is the larger density increase around carbon atoms in next hexagonal rings as seen in panel (a). This is due to the difference of the distance from the lithium atom as explained above.
In Fig. 4 , we show the zero kinetic energy density surface. The definition of the kinetic energy density is given in Eq. (1). Panels (a) and (b) show the results for the same planes in Fig. 3 (b) and 3(d), respectively. It has been shown that this quantity classifies whether a bond has covalent property. 13, 22, 23 The positive kinetic energy region extends between atoms if the bond between the atoms has covalent property. This feature can be seen between carbon atoms in panel (b) . For a bond with ionic property, we see two separate positive kinetic energy regions associated with two atoms. As seen in Fig. 4 , since the positive kinetic energy regions associated with Li and C atoms are separate for both inside and outside adsorptions, we have confirmed that covalent property is weak and an ionic property is seen for the Li-C bond by our kinetic energy density. Hence, the inside adsorption is favored due to the difference of the charge transfer, which originates in the curved structure of the CNT wall.
Our novel analysis tool, the linear approximation of the regional chemical potential density, 13, 14 supports the above conjecture. We show the regional chemical potential density on the zero kinetic energy density surface in Fig. 5 . As seen in this figure, the value of the regional chemical potential density of the hexagon on the outer surface is larger than that on the inner surface. As seen in the definition, the regional chemical potential density means the energy per one electron. Our result shows that electrons on the inner surface have lower energy. The region where electrons have lower energy is more favored for the increase of electron density. For the attachment of lithium atoms, the charge is transfered from lithium atoms to the CNT as shown above. Therefore, the interior of isolated SWCNTs is more favorable for the attachment of lithium atoms compared to the exterior of them.
B. The electronic structure of multiple lithium atoms adsorption model
In previous subsection, we have confirmed that the interior of the (12,0) SWCNT is favored for the adsorption of a lithium atom compared to the exterior and shown a reason of this feature. In this subsection, we consider multiple attachment of lithium atoms on the inside of our CNT model.
The structures of the models of (12,0) SWCNTs with lithium atoms are shown in Fig. 6 . In panels (a)-(d), two, three, four, and six lithium atoms are attached on the inside of the CNT, respectively. The structure of these models are fully optimized by geometrical optimization calculations. We show also Li-Li and Li-CNT distances in Fig. 6 . The deformation of our CNT models are very small. On the other hand, in a result of first principles calculations by other group, 7 the deformation of CNTs by the intercalation of lithium was reported as about 10% in the aspect ratio. In their result, the density of lithium atom are much larger than ours. We consider that their deformation is attributed to the difference of the density. In Fig. 6(b) , the Li-Li distance is shorter than that for Li 2 @C 60 whose Li-Li distance is about 3 Å 28 . We consider that this difference of the length is due to a difference of reactivity between our CNT model and C 60 .
In Fig. 7 , the adsorption energy of lithium atoms is shown as a function of the number of lithium atoms, which is defined in Eq. (6) . The adsorption energy of four lithium atoms is the largest (2), and C(3) atoms (Li, C(1), and C (4)), where a carbon atom specified in a parenthesis corresponds to that shown in Fig. 2 . The circles in panels (a) and (c) mean the cross section of our CNT model.
(−1.13 eV) in this result, and the six lithium structure is strongly destabilized from the four lithium structure. This feature is explained from the viewpoint of the Li-Li distance. As seen from Fig. 6 , the Li-Li distance becomes short as the number of lithium atoms increases. Particularly, for the insertion of six lithium atoms, Li-Li distances are about 2.9 Å, which is shorter than that of the bulk lithium structure (3.48 Å) . Hence, a repulsive force between lithium atoms is expected for this short distance. In contrast, for four lithium model, Li-Li distances are very close to the value of the bulk structure and the Li-Li interaction is expected to stabilize these lithium atoms. Therefore, we consider that Li-Li interaction is important for N Li ≥ 4 for the (12, 0) SWCNT. On the other hand, the Li-CNT distance is the longest for four lithium atoms. Hence, the stabilization of the four lithium model originates more significantly in the Li-Li interaction compared to other models. The decrease of the distance for six lithium atoms is due to the smallness of the cross section of the CNT. For six lithium atoms, lithium atoms does not occupy enough space, and hence they stay near the surface of the CNT. As a result, the six lithium structure is less stabilized than the four lithium (2), and C (3) atoms (Li, C(1), and C (4)), where a carbon atom specified in a parenthesis corresponds to that shown in Fig. 2 . one, due to the repulsion between lithium atoms arisen from this narrow space of the inside of the CNT. Next, we discuss the difference of the stabilization in terms of the NBO charge of lithium atoms. In Fig. 8 , the NBO charge is shown as the function of the number of lithium atoms. The solid line is the total charge, and the dashed line is the average for the charge per the number of lithium atoms. The average is small for N Li ≥ 3, while the total charge is not small. The charge transfer is one of important factors for the stabilization of a system as attractive force between C-Li atoms and repulsive force between Li-Li atoms. For N Li ≤ 2, the attractive force is dominantly important, since the average charge is the same for N Li = 1 and 2. On the other hand, the importance of the repulsive force is significant for N Li ≥ 3, since the average value of charge is smaller than those for N Li = 1 and 2. Hence, the stabilization mechanism is not so simple and we study the charge transfer in detail below.
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(a) The distribution of the difference of electron density is shown in Fig. 9 . Panels (a), (c), (e), and (g) show the plane perpendicular to the axis. Panels (b), (d) , and (h) show the plane including the Li, C(2), and C(6) atoms, and panel (f) is for the Li, C(2), and C (5) atoms, where these carbon atoms are the nearest two C atoms. The circles in panels (a), (c), (e), and (g) mean the cross section of our CNT model. As seen in Fig. 9 , electron density increase in the regions around carbons and between the nearest C atoms and the lithium atom as one lithium attachment. As seen in panels (a) and (b), the charge distribution difference for N Li = 2 is very similar to that for N Li = 1, and hence the stabilization mechanism is also considered to be the same. For three, four, and six lithium atoms, the electron density around the center of the CNT increases. This is caused by repulsive force by negative charge stored in the CNT wall. It can also be said that this charge increase is induced by the repulsion between lithium atoms, since this feature is only seen for N Li ≥ 3 due to the high density of lithium atoms. This charge increase arises from the narrow space in the CNT. As a result, the stabilization is not simply explained by the amount of charge transfer. Although the largest total charge transfer occured for N Li = 6, this large charge also induces large repulsive force between lithium atoms.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have investigated the adsorption of lithium atoms on the surface of the (12,0) zigzag CNT to clarify the interaction between lithium atoms and between a lithium atom and the CNT. For one lithium atom attachment on this CNT, it has been shown that the inside of this (12, 0) zigzag CNT is more favorable than the outside. We have shown that after the lithium attachment, charge is transfered from the Li atom to the CNT and the bond between the Li atom and the CNT has ionic property. The amount of charge transfer is larger for the inside attachment than the outside. This feature is studied for the lithium atom adsorption on the (12,0) zigzag CNT in this work. The amount of charge transfer should be dependent on the curvature of the radius of a CNT, and hence it is important for us to investigate this feature for a CNT with different radius.
We have also shown that four lithium insertion for one layer of the carbon hexagon is the most stable. Our model have shown that the electron density around the center of the CNT increases significantly for N Li ≥ 3. This increase originates in the repulsion between lithium atoms. For the six lithium atom structure, the distance between lithium atoms is shorter than that of the lithium bulk. Hence, the repulsive force between lithium atoms strongly destabilize the system. The structure of four lithium on one layer is much favorable compared to that of six.
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